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Abstract

Using the previously gained insight about the particle/�eld relation in conformal quantum �eld theories which
required interactions to be related to the existence of particle-like states associated with �elds of anomalous
scaling dimensions, we set out to construct a classi�cation theory for the spectra of anomalous dimensions. We

�nd that the latter are related to the phases of the center of the covering group Z(^SO(d; 2)): The structure of
the latter results in turn from the \S-T structure" of the timelike global charge transport around the Dirac-
Weyl compacti�ed Minkowski space which is nontrivial if and only if there is a \Huygens" (timelike) braid group
structure. The latter is not related to statistics (spacelike interchange) but rather draws its raison d'etre from the
timelike Huygens principle (timelike commutativity), a characteristic property of conformal observables, as well
as from the existence of a timelike ordering. The central structure of conformal theories evade the consequences
of the Coleman-Mandula theorem in a remarkably profound manner.

1 Background and preview of

new results

It had been known for a long time that conformal
quantum �eld theory exhibits in addition to the gen-
eral spin-statistics theorem another more characteris-
tic structural property which we will refer to as the
\anomalous dimension-central phase" connection. It
relates the anomalous scale dimension of �elds modulo
integers (semi-integers in the case of Fermion �elds) to
the phase obtained by performing one complete time-
like sweep around the compacti�ed Minkowski world [1]
and hence is analogous to the relation of the spin value
associated with a 2� spatial rotation sweep with the
statistics phase [2] of the spin-statistics connection. In
chiral conformal theories the sweep is lightlike and the
two phases coalesce.

The word \central" here refers to the center
Z( ^SO(d; 2)) of the in�nite sheeted covering group
^SO(d; 2) which has one abelian generator for spacetime

dimensions d > 1+1: It is our aim to show that behind
this connection there is a classi�cation theory which

determines the possible values which the spectrum of
the anomalous scale dimensions can take in terms of a
timelike superselection structure. To be more speci�c,
the Huygens principle which holds for timelike sepa-
rated conformal observables and demands that they
commute, together with the existence of a timelike or-
dering structure generates a situation which resembles
that of chiral theories including the appearance of the
braid group. The di�erence is that the Huygens ver-
sion of the braid group has no interpretation in terms
of particle/�eld statistics which in higher dimensions
remains Boson/Fermion statistics in accordance with
the spin-statistics theorem. This \Huygens exchange"
is best physically characterized by the consequences it
leads to (e.g. imposing a structure on the anomalous
dimension spectrum); if one wants to interprete it liter-
ally its is a somewhat strange exchange where an object
of compact spatial extend and �nite duration and an-
other similar object, which appears in the same region
as the �rst but at a later time after the �rst has gone,
become interchanged and the two states are compared.
So if one resolves this imagined process in time, it is
intuitively something as

c

local vacuum! object I ! local vacuum! objectII ! local vacuum (1)
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as compared to I and II interchanged. Here the middle
\local vacuum" refers to the region between the timelike
separated objects which is causally disjoint in the time-
like sense from the localization of both objects. This in-
between region is relatively \Huygens causally disjoint"
(from I,II), and as long as it is kept free of conformal
matter its link to the rest of the conformal universe
is only through the all and ever pervading ubiquitous
vacuum uctuations.

In d=1+1 dimensions one has accumulated a good
understanding of conformal theories and their associ-
ated superselected charge structure. One knows that
they can be decomposed into the x� chiral light cone
components. There is a systematic way to classify local-
izable representation of chiral observable algebras and
one �nds charge-carrying �elds which obey a lightlike
exchange algebra [26] in which those new objects satisfy
group commutation relations either of the abelian kind
(anyonic) or with plektonic R-matrices1 with quantized
statistical phases. Since the latter determine the spec-
trum of anomalous dimensions (=critical indices on the
side of statistical mechanics) modulo integers; one has
a theory of anomalous dimension as soon as one knows
how to classify physically admissable representations
of the in�nite braid group or more precisely the rib-
bon braid group RB1. The classi�cation of these rep-
resentations is done by the method of tracial states
[13] on B1 which follow a combinatorial version of the
�eld theoretic cluster decomposition property, the so-
called Markov property. This method was originally in-
vented in the early 70ies by Doplicher Haag and Roberts
(DHR) in order to classify the admissable permutation
group statistics which is associated with the algebraic
superselection theory of compactly localized charges in
d > 1 + 1 [4]. The mathematicians studying subfac-
tor theory [5] independently discovered a more general
version of this method and called it very appropriately
the method of \Markov traces" which in turn was great-
fully re-adopted by the physicists. The name Markov in
this context reveals a lot about the conceptual scope of
this theory because Markov junior refers to the Russian
mathematician who made important contribution to
the early study of the braid group but at the same time
one is invited to think about Markov senior the prob-
abilist since while for a physicist the property of this
tracial state which allowed its iterative determination
was a discrete version of the �eld theoretic cluster de-
composition property, to a mathematician it was more
reminiscend of a discrete stochastic process.

Here I remind the reader that the all-pervading clus-
ter property in its simplest quantummechanical version
states that by doing (n+1)-particle physics and forcing
one particle to be a \spectator" (by shifting it towards
in�nity), one must recover the previously studied n-

particle quantum physics. This \Russian matrushka"
structure requires to deal with the B1 braid group
which contains as a special case the permutation group
S1:

The physicist reader �nds a presentation of this
method for \two- and three-channel problems\ which
unites both the DHR and the Jones-Wenzl methods in
[6] and in the appendix of the present paper.

Although it is mathematically understood and well-
known, it remained always somewhat of a conceptual
miracle that a theory of critical indices for critical phe-
nomena in d=1+1 classical statistical mechanics draws
its computational strength from the noncommutative
real time side. This should in particular be a bit surpris-
ing to anybody with a thoughtful mind who has learned
QFT from say post 1970 standard textbooks, since it
goes opposite to the prevalent (in my view mislead-
ing) euclidean doctrine which states that the best for-
mulation+understanding+calculation method of phys-
ical (noncommutative) real time QFT goes through
(formally commutative) euclidean functional integrals.
Nothing of the structural richness of the concepts ex-
posed in this article is visible if one would be limited to
euclidean methods.

Anomalous dimensions are also expected in higher
dimensional conformal QFT, but it is as yet not known
which basic physical concept is behind their structure.
In a previous letter, we have given a physical motivation
why conformal QFT and in particular a theory of anom-
alous scaling dimensions may be important for parti-
cle physics [14]. Since, as was shown there, conformal
interactions are inconsistent with a (Wigner) particle
structure, one is required to study particle-like objects
which are created by anomalous dimension �elds.

The appearance of the braid group for d � 1 + 3
conformal theories is unlike for d < 1 + 3 not related
to statistics because it is well-known that in higher di-
mensional QFTs, whether conformal or not, compact
Einstein causal localizability of charges always results
in Bose/Fermi statistics [4]. Even if one does not im-
pose any a priori localization requirements on the su-
perselected charges and instead postulates the existence
of isolated mass-hyperboloids (mass-gap hypothesis)
which is known to yield the more general semi-in�nite
spatial string-like (more precisely: spacelike conic) lo-
calization associated with topological2 charges [7], one
still ends up with Bosons and Fermions at least for
d � 1 + 3.

In d > 1+ 1 conformal theories, although the mass-
gap prerequisite is not met, the statistics still remains
conventional. The reason is that a noncompact region
e.g. a wedge (jx0j < x1; x? arbitrary) is conformally
equivalent to a compact region (wedge!double cone),
which is the localization used in the DHR theory [4];

1��"��o& � braided. When I refer speci�cally to abelian representations of B1, I will follow Wilczek and use the word anyons.
Note however that contrary to popular opinion, plekton �elds (and a fortiori anyons) which create plektonic one-particle states from the
vacuum without causing at the same time vacuum polarization [3] and which maintain the spin-statistics theorem in the nonrelativistic
limit [19] are incompatible with Schroedinger QM.

2The reader is cautioned against any premature reading of words which he may have met in connection with the geometry underly-
ing euclidean functional integrals. Here we are talking about real time local quantum physics where "topological charge" has a direct
physical de�nition and interpretation in terms of localization [7][4].
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so even if one would allow objects which spread over
a wedge, one would still end with conventional statis-
tics. In this case one knows that the Dirac-Weyl di-
rectional compacti�ed Minkowski space �M is the right
arena for the observables which ful�ll the Huygens prin-
ciple which is to say that they are not only commutative
for spacelike distances but continue to be so for time-
like separations so that loosely speaking all interactions
propagate on the light cone.

Let us for a moment recollect the algebraic struc-
ture of d=1+1 conformal theories. As it is well known
they factorize into their two chiral parts with a clas-
si�able braid group structure on each (compacti�ed)
light ray S1: In fact the physical concepts also sup-
ply a Markov trace on the in�nite braid group B1
whose use in a GNS construction yields a representa-
tion of the ribbon (twisted) braid group. In addition
the existence of lightlike covering transformation via
the global aspect of the Moebius group (conformal rota-
tion) together with the construction of so-called global
charge transporters around each compact world S1 pro-
vide a so-called \S-T" generating system for the modu-
lar group SL(2,Z)3 [12][13]. The Markov trace formal-
ism on the braid group together with the formalism of
global charge transport leads to an extended Markov
formalism which includes the mapping class group for
all genera and 3-manifold invariants, but these objects
play a more abstract role in the present algebraic local
quantum physics setting and are not related to the liv-
ing space of �elds in the sense of localization of QFT
i.e. we are not dealing with QFT on Riemann sur-
faces or 3-manifolds rather this richness arises from
conformally globalized lightray spacetime. This com-
binatorial theory of intertwiners which in a more spe-
cial context appeared for the �rst time in the DHR
theory [4] (often called topological �eld theory), is in
fact the best extraction of a discrete structure resem-
bling e.g. the group representation theory in Wigner's
approach to symmetry in QT, even if a literal inter-
pretation of plektonic multiplicities in terms of Wigner
internal symmetry groups is not possible. The fact that
e.g. the mentioned SL(2,Z) does not act on objects like
a Wigner symmetry group is a reminder that in this
situation inner- and spacetime- symmetries are inex-
orably related (see previous footnote) and that a com-
plete separation is impossible. The Markov traces on
B1 allow a rather systematic classi�cation (see section
4 and appeendix) and the theory of anomalous dimen-
sions modulo integer values is completely determined
by a classi�able combinatorial structure. The undeter-
mined phase is �xed as by specifying how the conjugate
charge sector relates to composites of the generating
sector e.g. by the lowest power of the latter in which
the former occurs for the �rst time.

The combinatorial superselection data determine
associated chiral theories uniquely and therefore can
be used to construct them. It is also known how by a

tensor product construction we may classify and con-
struct d=1+1 local �elds. Di�erent from the chiral ob-
servables which are space- and time-like causal, these
d=1+1 local �elds (example: the order �eld in the con-
formal Ising model whose commutator does not vanish
for timelike separations) do not obey the Huygens prin-
ciple. For free �elds there is an old proof [35] that the
dually extended Huygens net on R(1;1) = M2 agrees
with the dually extended Einstein causal net:

Adual
H = Adual

E (2)

and in fact using the symmetry of the d=1+1 observ-
ables in the space-time interchange this equality turns
out to have general validity for d=1+1 observables
A = A(+)(R)� A(�)(R).

But as the free �elds in higher even spacetime di-
mensional situation reveal, this is de�nitely not true in
d>1+1. In fact even without interactions we have

Adual
H � Adual

E (3)

where the inclusion is genuine and the dual Huygens
net is Einstein-noncausal and hence only retains the
timelike causality for which the name Huygens stands.
Nothing is known about the interacting case which
leads to anomalous scale dimensions. In particular one
possibility is that the dual Huygens and Einstein nets
even loose their containment relation

Adual
H # Adual

E

i.e. neither net is an extension of the other cannot
yet be excluded. In this and the previous case one
would obtain two di�erent nets (precosheafs in the sense
of [34]) on the Dirac-Weyl compacti�ed Minkowski
space �M whose Huygens-localized endomorphisms of
Adual
H are unrelated to the Einstein-localized endomor-

phisms on Adual
E : We will return to a more detailed

account of these issues in section 4.
The special nature of d=1+1 is of course related to

the chiral factorization which is responsible for the sym-
metry under the space$time exchange resulting in (2)
and the fact that the statistical dimensions (\quantum"
dimensions) maintain their physical relevance even for
local �elds as e.g. the Ising order �eld. On the other
hand in the higher dimensional case the two dual nets
are di�erent and lead to di�erent endomorphism and
charge fusion laws. Whereas the dual net Ad

E is the
DHR net which via the DR construction[9] leads to
Bose/Fermi �elds, the dual net Ad

H remains an auxiliary
net which is only used to understand the structure of
the center and the related spectrum of anomalous scale
dimension but not for the construction of the local �eld
algebra.

We will show in this paper that the presence of a
nontrivial central decomposition as a result of the oc-
currence of interactions causing anomalous scaling di-
mensions is equivalent to the existence of a nontrivial

3This modular group plays an active role as a kind of internal/external "hybrid" symmetry group on Gibbs thermal states formed
from the "rotational" generator, a situation which is outside the assumptions of the No-Go theorem for nontrivial (non tensor product)
interplay between internal with spacetime symmetries.
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global charge transport around a timelike closed path in
the Dirac-Weyl compacti�ed Minkowski space �M: On
the other hand the existence of the latter is tied in form
of an \if and only if" relation to the presence of a time-
like braid group structure namely the plektonic prop-
erty of the \dual Huygens net". This property, which
is susceptible to classi�cation, does not only determine
the spectrum of anomalous scale dimension, but it also
responsible for the presence of a numerical S-T matrix
structure where S and T generate the SL(2,Z) modular
group4. It requires the use of the universal covering ~M
of �M as the localization space for charge-carrying �elds
which transfer superselected charge from one represen-
tation sector of observables to another one.

Contrary to massive theories where the timelike re-
gion as the arena of dynamics has remained impenetra-
ble against any attempt of a structural analysis, the
local quantum version of Huygens principle for con-
formal observables partially \kinematizes" the struc-
ture of anomalous dimensional �elds5. It reintroduces
the braid group structure known from chiral conformal
QFT, but now with a very di�erent physical interpre-
tation and for a di�erent purpose which is not related
to particle or �eld statistics. Rather its physical man-
ifestation is the structure of the center of the space-
time symmetry group and the spectrum of anomalous
dimensions which result from the interactions.

This mechanism opens a new and surprising way
of evading the Coleman-Mandula \prohibition" [10]
against a nontrivial amalgamations of spacetime- with
internal symmetries (which was proven in higher di-
mensional massive QFT with a particle and scattering
theory interpretation) and carries it to the opposite ex-
treme: what did not want to be married in the sense
explained by those authors, in the present conformal
setting refuses to be divorced into spacetime and inner.
Whereas supersymmetry only made a small kinemati-
cal dent (graded groups were not taken into account in
the assumptions made by Coleman and Mandula), the
present structure leads to a more dynamical trespass-
ing into that prohibited terrain: all the superselection
sectors which appear in the decomposition theory and
even the multiplicities (in case of plektonic realizations
of the braid group) of these 4-dim. conformal QFT are
of spacetime origin! Of course on can always intro-
duce additional internal symmetries by hand, but in
view of the fact that such ad hoc procedure go against
the spirit of viewing reality as the unfolding of physical
principles and that exact nonabelian internal Wigner
symmetries of the standard kind have never been seen
in Nature, this may not be a very attractive possibility.
In appreciating the gain of structural richness through
the Huygens localization in CQFT the reader should
be aware that up to now the only superselection rule of
a spacetime origin was the univalence spin superselec-

tion structure by which Wick Wigner and Wightman
in 1952 introduced this concept into quantum physics
[40].

The content of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we present some geometrical prerequi-
sites which are useful for setting up the stage for the
global conformal (block) decomposition theory in the
third section. The BPZ conformal block decomposition
theory [15] is too special for the present purpose since it
makes heavy use of chiral algebras which are not avail-
able in higher dimensions, but fortunately there exists
a much older little noticed decompositions theory [1]
(written too early as it seems) with respect to the cen-
ter of the conformal covering group of which the BPZ
theory is a special case and which works also in higher
dimensions. In fact that decomposition theory was just
introduced as a concept for studying the \reverberation
aspect in the Huygens region" which �elds with anom-
alous scale dimensions lead to [8]. In the third section
we will present this decomposition theory which then
will be used in section 4 for the formulation of the time-
like braid group structure for its centrally irreducible
components. The considerations are on the level of
consistency arguments. Only in the last section we
�nally utilize the mathematical rigor and the concep-
tual tightness of algebraic QFT to secure the timelike
dual Huygens net and the SL(2,Z) modular S-T struc-
ture of our theory of anomalous dimensions. In fact
it is formally a re�nement of the DHR theory (which
is based on the spacelike Einstein causality region) to
the Huygens timelike disjointness which is only possi-
ble in the conformal setting. This new structure leaves
the Boson/Fermion statistics structure of the DHR the-
ory intact and leads to a re�ned decomposition of the
charge-carrying Einstein local �elds into Einstein non-
local components which are Huygens localizable in the
sense of a timelike plektonic commutation structure.

The appendix contains an exposition of the DHR-
Jones-Wenzl projector method for the classi�cation
of Markov-trace braid group representations. This
method is more general than topological �eld theory
or the method of q-deformed groups and it has in addi-
tion the advantage that even in all intermediate steps it
never leaves the quantum theoretical realm of operator
algebras. Although in this DHR-like form it has entered
the physics literature [6], it remained widespread un-
known among physicists. I feel that this pretty method
which is the only su�ciently general method of plek-
tonic classi�cation6 deserves more attention and there-
fore I give a self-contained presentation instead of just
referring to the original paper.

The reader familiar with the ongoing discussion
about the structure of conformal supersymmetric Yang-
Mills (SYM) theories may be curious about how the
present work relates to those problems. Perturbative

4Not to be confused with the modular groups of the Tomita-Takesaki modular theory of von Neumann algebras.
5The role of the net of observable algebras as a \shadow" of the full theory in the reconstruction of the latter is similar to Marc

Kac's famous problem \How to hear the shape of a drum".
6The method of topological �eld theory and that of quantumgroups limit the plektonic scope to those families which can be associated

with groups and involve intermediate steps which are outside the realm of quantum theory.
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supersymmetry has a general tendency to drive theo-
ries towards free �elds in the sense that it perturba-
tively \protects" many objects against the inuence of
interactions. A conformal QFT is particularly sensi-
tive against such protection; if, as a consequence of this
mechanism, there exists one �eld with a canonical di-
mension, then this �eld is necessarily a free �eld and the
sector it creates has no interaction [14]. The observable
�elds on �M with higher integer/semiinteger dimensions
should have correlation functions which stay away from
those of composites of free �elds. It is not known what
a weak protection as e.g. the proportionality of the 2-
and 3-point normalization constants to those of associ-
ated composite of free �elds leads to; from experience
with perturbation theory one would �nd it unlikely that
something like this can happen in a genuinely interact-
ing theory but intuition is not a good guide in such
matters. The interesting question is: where is the bor-
derline between interacting and free observables, what
means \too much"protection. The AdS-CQFT corre-
spondence which started with the observation of a rela-
tion between two di�erent Lagrangian theories of which
one is the already mentioned SYM theory [16] was later
shown to be an isomorphism (a correspondence in both
directions, i.e. including the AdS bulk) in the sense of
the (�eld coordinatization independent, intrinsic) alge-
braic QFT [17]. This has the consequence that if one
side is Lagrangian, the other side e.g. the conformal
side has necessarily additional degrees of freedom which
are not compatible with pointlike �elds underlying a
Lagrangian description. Since the statement about the
isomorphism and its action is a rigorous structural the-
orem on the level of TCP or spin&statistics, there is a
serious problem with the string induced idea of a La-
grangian relation, a fact which has been already pointed
out before [18]. More remarks in this direction can be
found in the conclusions.

Before we enter the details of the presentation, I
suggest that the reader unaccustomed with methods of
AQFT should skip upon �rst reading the last section in-
cluding the appendix. The meaning of many statements
(including their consistency) in the �rst three sections
of this paper can be understood before one looks at
their proofs.

2 Covering space and decompo-

sition theory

The physically interesting interacting �elds in a confor-
mal theory are those with anomalous dimension. Hence
it is of interest to know the spacetime interpretation of
such �elds. If one looks at the two-point functions of
�elds with integer versus noninteger anomalous dimen-
sions one notices that their structure in the anomalous
case is not compatible with a Minkowski space local-
ization [14]. For aspects of global localization in inter-
acting conformal �eld theories one needs to introduce
the covering of (conformally compacti�ed) Minkowski
space. This is a well-studied old subject [20][1][21], es-

pecially but not only in d+1+1 [15] where conforms ob-
servables decompose additively in to the two light cone
components which act on a tensor-factorized Hilbert
space.

The fastest way to motivate the physical interest
in conformal theories and to obtain the formalism and
physical use of the conformal covering space is to notice
that the Wigner representation theory for the Poincar�e
group for zero mass particles allows an extension to the
conformal symmetry: Poincar�e group P(d)! SO(d; 2).
Besides scale transformations, this larger symmetry
also incorporates the fractional transformations (proper
conformal transformations)

x0 =
x� bx2

1� 2bx+ b2x2
(4)

It is often convenient to view this formula as the
translation group transformed with the hyperbolic in-
version

x! �x
x2

(5)

acting as an equivalence transformation within an ex-
tended group. For �xed x and small b the formula (4)
is well de�ned, but globally it mixes �nite spacetime
points with in�nity and hence requires a more precise
de�nition in particular in view of the positivity energy-
momentum spectral properties in its action on quan-
tum �elds. Hence as preparatory step for the quantum
�eld theory concepts one has to achieve a geometric
compacti�cation. This starts most conveniently from a
linear representation of the conformal group SO(d,2) in
6-dimensional auxiliary space R(d;2) (i.e. without �eld
theoretic signi�cance) with two negative (time-like) sig-
natures

G =

0@ g��
�1

+1

1A (6)

and restricts this representation to the (d+1)-
dimensional forward light cone

LC(d;2) = f� = (�; �4; �5g ; �2 + �2d � �2d+1 = 0g (7)

where �2 = �20 � ~�2 denotes the d-dimensional
Minkowski length square. The compacti�ed Minkowski
space is obtained by adopting a projective point of view
(stereographic projection)

M (d�1;1)
c =

�
x =

�

�d + �d+1
; � 2 LC(d;2)

�
(8)

It is then easy to verify that the linear transformation
which keep the last two components invariant consist
of the Lorentz group and those transformations which
only transform the last two coordinates yield the scaling
formula

�d � �d+1 ! e�s(�d � �d+1) (9)
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leading to x! �x; � = es : The remaining transforma-
tions, namely the translations and the fractional proper
conformal transformations, are obtained by composing
rotations in the �i-�d and boosts in the �i-�d+1 planes.

The so obtained spacetime is most suitably parame-
trized in terms of a \conformal time" �

M (d�1;1)
c = (sin�; e;cos� ); e 2 S3

t =
sin�

ed + cos�
; ~x =

~e

ed + cos�
(10)

ed + cos� > 0; �� < � < +�

so that the conformally compacti�ed Minkowski space
is a piece of a multi-dimensional cylinder carved out
between two d-1 dimensional boundaries which lie sym-
metrically around � = 0; e = (0; ed = �1) where they
touch each other [21]; but the projective aspect of
Hilbert space vectors as representing physical states de-
mands that we use the universal covering space which is
the full cylinder (which has a tiling into in�nitely many
ordinary Minkowski spaces, Fig.1)

M̂
(d�1;1)
c = Sd�1 �R (11)

Indeed in order not to be limited by the narrow con-
�nes of Huygen's principle (which tends to limit con-
formal relativistic system to non-interacting ones [23]),
the \nature" of local quantum physics demands the use
of the covering space (or as the substitute a confor-
mal decomposition theory of local �elds into irreducible
components with respect to the center of the conformal
covering) as will become clear in the next section. The
relevance of this covering space for the notion of rela-
tivistic causality was �rst pointed out �rst by I. Segal
[20] and the above parametrization which became stan-
dard in conformal QFT appears the work of Luescher
and Mack [21].

Formally it solves the \Einstein causality paradox
of conformal quantum �eld theory" [8] which originated
from \would be" conformalmodels (in�nitesimally con-
formal invariant) of quantum �eld theory as the mass-
less Thirring model which violates Huygens principle.
The naive reason for this apparent violation was that
there exist continuous curves of conformal transforma-
tions which lead from spacelike separations with one
point at the origin via the lightlike in�nity to time-
like separation which obviously generates a contradic-
tion with the locality structure of the Thirring model
whose timelike anti-commutator unlike the spacelike
one does not vanish. The covering structure formally
solves this causality paradox by emphasizing that the
path through lightlike in�nity was in fact a path which
led into another copy (sheet) of a Minkowski world and
it is only the unjusti�ed projection of one of the end-
point back into the compact Minkowski space region
(10) which has a timelike distance and not the point
itself (which remains causally disjoint). If one depicts

the covering space as a cylinder (Fig.1), then it contains
in�nitely many copies of the original Minkowski space
which appear in the projection to (�2; ::�d�1) = (0; ::0)
subspace as a �nite rhomboid region [21].

Using the above parametrization in terms of e and
the \conformal time" �; one can immediately global-
ize the notion of time like distance and one �nds the
following causality structure ([20][21])

(�(e; � )� �(e0; � 0))
2
> 0; hence (12)

� � � 0 > 2Arcsin

�
e� e0

4

�1
2

= Arccos (e � e0)

Since it is expressed in terms of the di�erence of
two light cone coordinates, a conformal transforma-
tion which is linear in the �-variables leaves it invari-
ant. For the description of the Dirac-Weyl compacti�ed
Minkowski space the use of the following simpler para-
metrization is more convenient

�� = x� (13)

�4 =
1

2
(1 + x2)

�5 =
1

2
(1 � x2)

i:e: (� � �0)
2
= � (x� x0)

2

The formulation in terms of conformal covering
space would be useful if the world (including laborato-
ries of experimentalists) would also be conformal, which
certainly is not the case. Therefore it is helpful to know
that there is a way of re-phrasing the physical content
of local �elds (which violate the Huygens principle and
instead exhibit the phenomenon of \reverberation" [8]
inside the forward light cone) in the Minkowski world
of ordinary particle physics7 without running into the
trap of the causality paradox of the previous section;
in this way the use of the above explicit parametriza-
tion would loose some of its importance. This was �rst
achieved in a joint paper involving one of the present
authors [1] whose main point was that the global causal-
ity structure could be taken care of in terms of a global
decomposition theory of �elds with respect to the center
of the conformal covering (conformal block decomposi-
tion). Local �elds, although behaving irreducibly un-
der in�nitesimal conformal transformations, transform
in general reducibly under the action of the global cen-

ter of the covering Z( ^SO(d; 2)): As a unitary abelian
group it is generated by the 2�-translation in the con-
formal time �: A local covariant �eld A(x) (local in the

sense of the causal structure of ^SO(d; 2)) corresponding
unitary operator Z 2 Z( ^SO(d; 2)) can be decomposed
as [1]

Ad(x) =

Z !

0

A�
d(x)d� (14)

7As with spinor �elds where a complete spatial rotation produces a minus sign, the complete timelike \rotation" once around the com-
pacti�ed Minkowski space will produce phase factors on the central components which are generally di�erent for di�erent components
of the original globally causal �eld.
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with A�
d formally given by

A�
d(x) =

1X
n=�1

ZnAd(x)Z
�nexp [in�(d � 2�)] (15)

from which one gets

AdZA�
d(x) = exp [�i�(d � 2�)]A�

d(x) (16)

The notation is the following: d is the scaling di-
mension of the local (causal in the covering sense) �eld
Ad(x) and the �-integration is the decomposition into
its centrally irreducible components. These compo-
nent �elds, unlike the original globally causal �elds,
do not ful�ll the Reeh-Schlieder theorem (sometimes
referred to as the �eld|�eld-state-vector correspon-
dence), rather they have a source and a range and their
application to a non-matching source subspace van-
ishes. Their physical interpretation is easily obtained
from the conformal analysis of 3-point functions

hCdc(x)Ad(y)Bdb (z)i =
D
Cdc(x)A

�
d(y)Bdb (z)

E
(17)

� =
1

2
(d+ db � dc) mod(1)

Hence the quantum number of the irreducible com-
ponents is related to the dimensional spectrum (critical
indices) of the theory and the �-dependent phase fac-
tors enter the transformation law which comes close to
the naive classical transformation

U (b)A�
d(x)U

�1(b) =
1

[�+(b; x)]
d�� [��(b; x)]

�
A�
d(x)

(18)

whereas the more complicated law for the local �eld fol-
lows from the decomposition formula (14). Structural
properties of the real time formulation as this remain
totally hidden in the euclidean formulation.

In the case of d=1+1 for which the group (as well as

its center) factorizes Ŝ(2; 2) = ^SU (1; 1)� SU (1; 1) and
one obtains the well-known BPZ [15] conformal block
decomposition theory which results from the above gen-
eral decomposition theory by factorization into the two
light ray components (chiral decomposition). In order
to facilitate the reading of the mentioned 74/75 papers
on the subject [1], we have used exactly the same nor-
malizations and notation. There is a special aspect of
this chiral decomposition theory. It is the only case
for which one has a classi�cation theory of the possi-
ble spectra of dimensions/critical indices. It is given by
the spectrum of phases of the so-called statistics para-
meter which occurs within the superselection theory of
AQFT, and in the case at hand is inexorably related to
the timelike braid group exchange algebra structure of
the nonlocal irreducible components A�

d:
The structure of the center in chiral conformal �eld

theories is determined by the discrete spectrum of
the rotation operators for the compacti�ed �lightrays
R(�) = L

(�)
0 where the last notation is the one used

in the approach to chiral theory based on the Vira-
soro algebra decomposition of the energy-momentum
tensor: It is well-known that this operator shares with
the light ray translations P (�) the positivity of its spec-
trum. This becomes in fact obvious if one represents it
in terms of P

R(�) = P (�) +K(�) (19)

K(�) = I(�)P (�)I(�)

where I� is the representer of the chiral conformal re-
ection x! � 1

x
(in linear lightray coordinates x) and

K is the generator of the fractional special conformal
transformation (4). However the two-dimensional in-
version (5) does not factorize since the chiral inversion
rewritten in terms of vector notation corresponds to

x0 ! �x0
x2

(20)

x1 ! x1
x2

The \wrong" sign in the spatial part can be cor-
rected by a parity transformation x+ $ x� which
mixes the two chiral components. In de�ning an ob-
ject which transforms as a vector this has to be taken
in consideration

R� = P� + IP�I (21)

I = parity � inversion (22)

The full center is generated by the �nite rotations

eiR
(�)� at � = 2�: In order to �nd those formulas

which generalize to higher dimensions, we should re-
strict the covering group actions to local �elds. On
bosonic spaces the center is generated by just one cen-

tral element ei(R
(+)+R(�))2� = eiR

(0)2� as a result of the
identity ei(R

(+)�R(�))2� = 1 which holds on the smaller
space generated cyclically from the vacuum by the ap-
plication of d=1+1 Bose �elds. The generators of the
center are often called the (abstract) T-transformations
and in the chiral theory there exist charge transporters
around the circle which give rise to an (abstract) Ver-
linde matrix S. Both matrices together form the mod-
ular SL(2,Z) group. Note that the T-part is of a more
spacetime origin whereas the properties of charges are
conceptually closer to internal symmetries. The modu-
lar group SL(2,Z) combines both aspects and it comes
as no surprise that this modular group is not a Wigner
symmetry group of quantum theory. In fact S does
on ground state representations ful�lling the spectrum
condition but rather acts on the analytic continuation
of thermal correlation functions which result from chi-
ral Gibbs states associated with the rotation \Hamil-
tonian".

The vector formula (21) is valid in any dimension
i.e. does not require light ray factorization. It leads to
a family of operators with discrete spectrum e �R which
are dependent on a timelike vector e�: With them one
can form higher dimensional Gibbs states of the form

hAi� � tr(e��e�RA) (23)

A 2 A (24)
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which are transformed into each other by Lorentz-
transformations. These are the analogues of the chi-

ral Gibbs states associated to e��L
(�)
0 : One may ask

the question of how far this analogy goes; in particu-
lar whether there are S-T operations and an associated
action of the SL(2,Z) modular group on R0-thermal
states.

To understand the geometric action of eie�R� ; it is

helpful to depict the covering world ~M with a copy of
the Minkowski world inside. From (10) one obtains the
identi�cation of the covering world with the surface of
a d+1 dimensional cylinder [21]. In Fig.1 only two of
the d-2 components of the d-dimensional e-vector have
been drawn, the others have been set zero. For depict-
ing the spacelike complement of a double cone O in in
~M it is more convenient to cut open the cylinder in
� -direction and identify opposite sides as in Fig.2.

c

6

-

	

t

e1
ed

Fig.1 An embedding of the Minkowski space into the manifoldM

M

fM

Fig.2 The spacelike complement of a double cone O in M within fM

OO0 O0
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d

On the other hand the living space of the observ-
able algebra is the Dirac-Weyl compacti�cation �M of
M which is depicted as Fig.3 with opposite two sides a
and b identi�ed. Vice versa the Minkowski space results
from cutting the Dirac-Weyl compacti�cation along a d-
1 dimensional subspace � which generates a and b. Note

that as a result of this identi�cation the union of the
timelike and spacelike complements form a connected
set in �M . The �rst use of these geometrical properties
in the setting of algebraic QFT is due to Hislop and
Longo [22]

c
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Fig.3 The Dirac-Weyl compacti�cation

the double cone O
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d

The above analogies between the d+1=1 case and
the higher dimensional conformal �eld theory should
however not lead one into overlooking a remarkable dif-
ference. Already on a purely classical level the char-
acteristic value problem for the free wave equation is
totally di�erent from either its massive counterpart or
from the d>2 conformal case. Whereas in the latter
cases the data on one lightray or lightfront is complete,
the zero mass d=1+1 case needs both the lightray data
in order to determine the d=1+1 theory. In the QFT
the manifestation of this is the tensor factorization into
the chiral degrees of freedom which amounts to a dou-
bling of degrees of freedom. In the next section we will
see that this also leads to an exceptional behavior in
the timelike Huygens structure and the associated time-
like braid group structure. So the chirally factorizing
d=1+1 situation is a guide in certain higher dimensionl
aspects and stands in interesting contrast to others..

3 Central decomposition and

braid group structure

After having understood that the phases appearing
in the central decomposition of local �elds into irre-
ducible components (conformal block decomposition)
are exponentially related to the anomalous dimensions,
there remains the important question what determines
the spectrum of anomalous dimensions of a confor-
mal model or what determines these anomalous phases.
Again the peculiarities of the d=1+1 timelike struc-
ture for local �elds are helpful in certain aspects and
misleading in others. The helpful analogy consists in
the relation of global chiral charge transport around S1

within the universal globalized chiral algebra Auni(S
1)

which permits to see that the center of this which is gen-
erated by global central charges Q� coalesces with that
of the conformal covering group; in fact the projectors
P� appearing in the spectral resolution of the genera-

tor of Z( ^SO(1; 1)) are the S-transforms of the central
charges Q�: As will be shown in the next section using
the concepts of AQFT the same relation holds for the
timelike \Huygens" charge transport in higher dimen-
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sions; in fact the nontriviality of the latter is equivalent
to the occurrence of a nontrivial anomalous spectrum of
scale dimensions. On the other hand there is a decisive
di�erence in that whereas in the chiral case the locally
conformal observable net on R only allows one Haag
dualisation A(R)!Ad; the higher dimensional locally
conformal net A(M ) permits two such dual extensions

A(M )%
&

Ad
E

Ad
H

(25)

one dualising the local double cone algebras A(O) !
A(O0)0 with O0 representing the spacelike causal com-
plement (\Einstein") and the second using O0 in the
sense of the timelike causal complement. Already in
the interaction free case these dual algebras are di�er-
ent (next section) and the Huygens dualisation extends
the original space- and time- like commuting double
cone algebras so that despite their maintaining time-
like commutativity (by de�nition of H-dualisation) their
spacelike commutativity gets lost and one �nds that the
net Ad

H extends the Ad
E net. Hence their di�erence is

a general kinematical property.

The new aspect which this work adds to the old
central composition theory (14) is the theory of time-
like global charge transport which yields explicit formu-
las for the central projectors whose nontrivial existence

becomes tied to the nontrivial global timelike charge
transport around the Dirac-Weyl world. As in the chi-
ral case [13] this charge transport is inexorably tied to
a global monodromy operator which is the product of
two braiding operations. In this way we �nally arrive at
the theory of anomalous scale dimensions in terms of a
classi�able plektonic representation theory in terms of
Markov traces on B1:

In order to be helpful to the un-initiated reader in
AQFT let us try to come to a consistent picture by
analogy to the well understood chiral case before we
set out to derive these structures from the setting of
local quantum physics. It should be clear that the stan-
dard presentation of chiral conformal theory in terms
of representation theory of special algebras (Virasoro-,
current-, loop group etc.) is not suitable from either a
physical or mathematical point of view since they have
no place in higher-dimensional conformal theories and
are even in d=1+1 too special for a general classi�ca-
tion based on physical principles. Therefore it is helpful
to at least sketch another method in which chiral the-
ories really serve as a theoretical laboratory for higher
dimensional ones and there is no danger of chiral sec-
tarianism. The result of this alternative method is the
characterization of chiral �eld theories in terms of so
called exchange algebras [24] which are generated by
�elds ful�lling the following relation

c

P�0A�1(x1)P�1A�2(x2)P�2 =
X
�1

h
R
(�0�2)
(�1�2)

i�1
�1�01

P�0A�2(x2)P�01A�1(x1)P�2 (26)

for x1 ? x2

d

The notation is the following, the A�(x) are the
charge-carrying chiral �elds which live on one of the
light rays i.e. x stands for either x+ or x�: The chi-
ral Hilbert space in which they act is a direct sum of
charged spaces Hchir = ��H� where the A� applied
to the vacuum is a special vector in H� from which all
vectors of H� may be obtained by applying operators
from the observable algebra and forming the closure.
The P� are projectors on the subspace H� which are
central with respect to the observable algebra, the letter
being a bosonic/fermionic subalgebra of (26) i.e. a sub-
algebra generated by all operators with R::

:: = �1: The
best way to think about these exchange algebras is to
view the notation A� as a shorthand for the collection
[A�]� � P�A�P

Aa(x) '
X

P�A�(x)P

In distinction to standard (Lagrangian-, Wightman-
) �elds they come with a central source- and range-
projector. This structure was �rst extracted from the
n-point functions the chiral Ising model [26] (by us-

ing an idea due to Kadano�) and later derived in a
model-independent rigorous way within the framework
of algebraic QFT [6] (see also remarks in next section)
where it was shown that the above projected operators
(or rather a bounded version ot them) are identical to
the operators of the so-called \reduced �eld bundle" of
the Doplicher-Haag-Roberts theory.

From the chiral exchange �elds one may construct
the bosonic/fermionic d=1+1 local �elds which are not
members of the canonical observable algebra since they
have anomalous dimensions e.g. the Ising order �eld
with scaling dimension ds =

1
4 . In the bosonic case they

have the form (the bar denotes the conjugate charges)

A�(x) =
X
�

h
A(+)
�

i
�

(x+) 

h
A(�)
�

i
���
(x�) (27)

and the causal commutation comes about because the
natural ordering in the 2-dim. spacelike region in terms
of light ray components natural ordering of the x+ and
the opposite ordering for the x�; so that the Rs coming
from the exchange of the + lightray algebra compen-
sate with the R�1s from the x� algebra. However in
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the timelike region the Rs amplify so that these �elds
do not obey Huygens principle and therefore have a
nontrivial covering structure. In fact the commutation
between two diagonal tensor components (27) produces
according to (26) nondiagonal intermediate components
whose presence prevent the restriction to the diagonal
center only in studying timelike commutation relations.

In the higher dimensional case there is no tensor
product factorization of the center and a fortioro of the
algebra: Since the timelike region admits an ordering
structure (which was already used in the global causal-

ity formulation), the most general commutation struc-
ture allowed by the topology of the situation is that of
a timelike exchange algebra with braid group statistics
for the charge carrying �elds. These are obtained from
the original charge carrying Bose/Fermi �elds by left
and right projections. Since the projections according
to their construction do not respect spacelike Einstein
causality, we now understand why the old decomposi-
tion theory (14) led to nonlocal conformal blocks (sec-
tors) and, as a consolation for that loss, to timelike
plektonic commutation relations

c

A(x) =
X
�

P�A(x)P ; [A(x); A(y)] = 0; (x� y)2 < 0 (28)

P�A(x)P�1A(y)P =
X
�01

R�1�01
P�A(y)P�01A(x)P ; (x� y)2 > 0

d

Even at the expense of being repetitious I would
like to stress that the component �elds in contradis-
tiction to the previous d=1+1 case do not ful�ll any
localization relation for spacelike distances; neither
bosonic/fermionic nor plektonic. Although I show in
the next section that the structure of timelike observ-
ables and their localized endomorphisms permit the
braid group structure, the present theory is as all other
approaches in d=1+3 a structural analysis which can-
not yet answer the existence of nontrivial theories.
However I am convinced that this more than 70 year old
problem will be solved in the near future and that the
�rst model will be conformal. In d=1+1 the classi�ed
braid group structure of the minimal chiral models (i.e.
the Temperley-Lieb-Jones family of braid group repre-
sentations with statistical dimensions < 2) was success-
fully used in an artistic (concistency) approach based
on the knowledge of its monodromy from the combina-
torial data8. My optimismresults from the recent avail-
ability of an extremely powerful systematic method for
such constructions namely the formalism of (Tomita-
Takesaki) modular localization and the fact that higher
dimensional algebras i.e. the forward light cone algebra
in a conformal theory have a structure which may be
interpreted as enriching of chiral algebras by additional
properties [19][28]. There is of course always the prob-
lem if a structure which is allowed by the principles may
not be limited in practice; i.e. there may be on model
realization of a particular representation of the braid
group obtained by the Markov trace formalism. The
richness of the constructed 4-point functions in chiral
theories goes against such pessimism. Since in higher

dimensions there are presently no illustrations for the-
ories with anomalous dimensions one still could main-
tain such a pessimistic attitude but then one should be
aware of the fact that, according to the results of this
paper, one is in fact pessimistic about the possibility of
having a rich spectrum of anomalous scale dimensions
and hence about the existence of any interacting confor-
mal theories at all! I recommend to adopt the common
sense principle explained in the footnote to which I do
not know any counterexample in QFT9.

The comparision of the time-like braid group com-
mutation relations with the decomposition theory (15)
shows that former �-components of the central com-
position are identical to the source-range �elds of the
exchange algebra and the phase can be read o� from
the braid group representation [24]

e2�i(d��d�1�d�2 ) =
h
R
(�0)
(�1�2)

R
(�0)
(�2�1)

i2
; d = 1 + 1

(29)

e2�i(d��d�1�d�2 ) = R(�0)
�1�2R

(�0)
(�2�1)

; d > 1 + 1

where the d�s are the either the scaling dimensions of
the three �elds appearing in the nonvanishing 3-point
function (17) or the dimension of the lowest R0 energy
state in the sector �; since integers drop out in the ex-
ponent, there is no di�erence. It is easy to see that
the special Rs which start with the vacuum projector
are one dimensional monodromy factors i.e. phase fac-
tors. The square in the �rst formula is a reection of
the fact that for d=1+1 one is dealing with a �tensor
product structure (the d refer to the scale dimensions

8The reason for the artistic (non-systematic) element in these constructions is the fact that the chiral exchange algebra for point-
like �elds is in contrast to chiral Boson/Fermion (CCR, CAR-algebras) does not specify what happens for coalescing points (i.e. the
distributional character).

9The authors in [25] who claim that Murphy's law which says that \everything which can go wrong will go wrong" has universal
validity in physics are not entirely correct. They overlooked that in QFT the opposite holds in the sense that whatever is consistent
with the basic principles (sooner or later) has a model realization.
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of the two-dimensional �elds). In higher dimensions the
allowed commutation relation (allowed by the interplay
between timelike ordering and Huygens principle) has
the desired form (26)

The exceptional aspect of two dimensions is caused
by the chiral factorization which doubles the degrees of
freedom. This peculiar phenomenon has other manifes-
tations. On a classical level the d=1+1 wave equation
is the only linear relativistic equation which requires
characteristic data on both light cones. In all other
cases the avoidance of contradictory overdetermination
requires characteristic data on just one lightray/front
only. In the local quantum setting of modular hologra-
phy ( [19]) this leads to two di�erent formulae for the
wedge algebras

A(W ) = A(R+) _A(R�); d = 1 + 1 (30)

A(W ) = A(R+) = A(R�); otherwise
Here the A(R�) are \holographically" associated

light-ray/front algebras which are chiral conformal
QFT rigorously de�ned in terms of \modular inclu-
sions" [27] of wedge algebras. The more naive de�n-
ition of light cone (or p!1 frame) physics in terms of
pointlike �elds is beset by technical short distance prob-
lems which the intrinsic �eld-coordinate-free algebraic
approach avoids. The di�erence in the two formulas
(30) corresponds precisely to the di�erence in the men-
tioned classical characteristic value problem for light
rays.

Together with the timelike braid group structure
one may construct the following three objects: a
universal observable algebra Auni on the compacti-
�ed Minkowski space �M , the charge transporters once
around that space in timelike direction and Verlinde's
matrix S which is a numerical matrix associated with
such a transport. This matrix was discovered by Ver-
linde [37] in a geometrical reading of QFT (as if chiral
theory would lives on a torus) and later Rehren [12]
showed that this follows directly without this geomet-
ric/complex function theoretic interpretation from the
local quantum physics of real time charge transports
in the presence of a \spectator" charge sector. The
present timelike transport is even further removed from
Verlindes geometric framework, but for Rehren's alge-
braic deduction the di�erence in the interpretation in
the present case makes no di�erence.

The exchange algebra, unlike the canonical
(anti)commutation relations is not a \complete" alge-
braic structure since the distributional aspect at collid-
ing points remains undetermined. More precisely the
algebra only �xes the monodromies of the analytically
continued correlation functions.

The Rs are obtained by the classi�cation of Markov
states on the braid group algebra, a technique which
will be sketched in the next section. For the phases
which appear in the central decomposition of �elds on
the covering space (15) we do not need such a detailed
knowledge. With the braid group interpretation of the
central phases in the block decomposition and their re-
lation to the scaling dimension of �elds, we have suc-

ceeded to generalize the theory of anomalous dimen-
sions from two to higher spacetime dimensions.

Note that most of the concepts and methods used
here become meaningless in the euclidean approach.
Here again chiral theories has to be treated as an ex-
ceptional case because the analytic continuation to the
imaginary light ray leads to correlation functions which
are as noncommutative as the original real time chiral
ones; to make contact with classical (commutative) sta-
tistical mechanics one has to glue � together to obtain
d=1+1 Bosons with anomalous scale dimensions (crit-
ical indices).

The formal relation to braid group structures
poses the question whether other characteristic features
which one met in the braid group statistics aspects have
higher dimensional \Huygens analogues". For exam-
ple one may ask whether the timelike transport of a
charge around �M in the presence of another specta-
tor charge leads to the numerics which can be arranged
into a Verlinde matrix S which together with a diagonal
matrix T which is constructed from the central phases
forms a SL(2,Z) group. The results in the next section
show that this is indeed the case. One expects that this
modular SL(2,Z) group acts on suitably de�ned Gibbs
thermal states formed with the conformal hamiltonian
belonging to the compact time translation �; but we
will defer such discussions to a separate future paper:

Finally there remains the question of model realiza-
tions of these structures i.e. the existence and para-
metrization of models having a prescribed charge su-
perselection structure. In the conventional approach
to d=1+1 and chiral conformal QFT one solves this
problem by explicitly constructing i.e. higher level rep-
resentations of current algebras or by generalizing the
Virasoro algebra techniques to W-algebras. This is a
cumbersome way which is very far removed from the
present braid group structure, but in those few cases
where it has been pursued to the end, it does establish
existence and uniqueness. Since QFT on a light ray of-
fers no room for coupling strength deformations, chiral
QFT is as free �elds uniquely determined by its com-
binatorial superselection data. In the present context
it would seem natural to try to formulate a representa-
tion theory of exchange algebras, but as mentioned al-
ready, this would end soon in an unpleasant surprise: in
contrast to free Boson/Fermion (CCR/CAR) algebras
the exchange algebras are underdetermined in the sense
that the distributional behavior at coalescing points is
left open. In the analytic correlation function setting
this corresponds to the knowledge about monodromies
which still lack the complete information on the short
distance behavior. Though in many cases (including the
minimal models) one can determine the 4-point func-
tions by guessing the correct formula for the trajec-
tories of the scale dimension of �elds as a function of
the \charge quantum numbers" of the sectors they cre-
ate (by looking at the uniquely determined statistical
dimension formula) [24], this is more an artistic than
systematic procedure. As mentioned before, the re-
cently introduced modular localization formalism [19]
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promises to furnish a a more systematic approach to
this problem.

Higher dimensional conformal theories add to this
an additional structure namely the Lorentz covariance
of the exchange algebra: it must hold on every time-
like line. With other words the problem is not only the
study of one chiral exchange algebra on one timelike line
but rather a whole family of them living in the same
Hilbert space. Closer examination in the algebraic set-
ting reveals that a higher dimensional conformal QFT
can be equivalently described by just a �nite number of
copies of the same chiral algebra which have a special
position to each other in a commonHilbert space; in the
case at hand this relative position is determined by �-
nite set of Lorentz-isomorphisms of one abstract chiral
algebra in one Hilbert space (with deformation para-
meters as coupling strength corresponding to di�erent
isomorphisms). In fact analogous statements remain
even true for massive QFTs10 where the chiral theories
are attached to the \horizons" of a wedge and the �nite
family forms the basis of what one might call modular
holography or scanning [19][28]. A detailed presenta-
tion of these interesting developments would go beyond
the scope of this article.

Let us briey collect the obtained results. We have
shown that in conformal theories the timelike order-
ing together with the Huygens principle allows the ap-
pearance of timelike braid group relations between the
components in the central decomposition at timelike
separation. For spacelike separations the sums of the
components commute and no central decomposition is
therefore needed in order to arrive at spacelike commu-
tation relations. The individual component �elds have
no spacelike commutation relation; the remain genuine
nonlocal �elds.

4 Huygens principle in setting of

algebraic QFT

In order to derive the properties of the previous sec-
tions which were based on consistency and analogies
with the chiral case directly from �rst principles, we
use the methods of algebraic QFT specialized to the
conformal case. The most elegant intrinsic and concise
way of presenting observable algebras and their rep-
resentations of physical interest is the superselection
theory of Doplicher Haag and Roberts [4]. In that the-
ory one characterizes the observable algebra by a net
of spacetime indexed covariant and local von Neumann
algebras:

O ! A(O) (31)

net A �fA(O)gO2K
where K denotes the Poincar�e invariant family (usually
taken to be the set of generalized double cones which in
the conformal case is left invariant under causal com-
plementation and includes wedges) and without loss of

generality the A(O) may be taken as concrete opera-
tor (von Neumann closure of C�-) algebras in a com-
mon Hilbert space. The advantage of this method is
that it is totally intrinsic, i.e. it does not distinguish
particular coordinatizations by generating �elds (and
therefore has a similar relation to the Lagrangian quan-
tization approach as modern di�erential geometry has
to the old coordinate dependent way of doing geome-
try). Whereas the role of pointlike �elds as generators
of nets of algebras complies easily with physical intu-
ition and allows many concrete illustrations, the inverse
connection namely the construction of generating �eld
coordinates from nets is not that well understood ex-
cept in conformal theories. Assuming the additivity
for nets, which says that from algebras of arbitrarily
small spacetime localization one can build up those with
larger localizations of arbitrary size by forming unions,
it was shown in chiral theories that algebraic nets and
pointlike �elds are two sides of the same coin [29]. Al-
though there is no doubt that by similar techniques one
should be able to proof this for all conformal theories,
it is less clear that the additivity requirement is gen-
erally physically justi�ed. There are good reasons to
believe that e.g. conformal theories which result from
standard AdS �eld theories in the AdS-CQFT equiva-
lence (i.e. which allow a Lagrangian description on the
AdS side) are in fact CQFT which violates additivity
and hence contains non-Lagrangian degrees of freedom
[17][18][14]. So the AdS-CQFT isomorphism is primar-
ily one between algebras whose description in terms of
�elds remains necessarily incomplete.

Very fortunately a lot of important physical prop-
erties only depend on general causality and spectral
aspects which the general principles of local quantum
physics impose on these nets of algebras. This is why
even for the chiral conformal theories we abstained
from the use of the more familiar special algebras as
Virasoro- and current- algebras. With the latter one
may have an easier start (less conceptual investment),
but the problems would begin to show up if one tries to
understand higher dimensional conformal QFT along
similar lines.

It has been shown that for analysis of charge sectors
(fusion, statistics) on local observable algebras such de-
tailed knowledge about speci�c algebras as mentioned
before is not necessary, just a strengthened form of
causality called Haag-duality (which for chiral theories
follows from causality and Moebius-covariance) is suf-
�cient. From this one obtains the description of super-
selection charges in terms of localized endomorphisms
of the observable algebra with special properties. The
sectors of interests in conformal theories are locally gen-
erated i.e. a representation � of the net A which is glob-
ally unitary inequivalent to the vacuum representation
�0 but locally equivalent in the sense

�(A) ' �0(A); A 2 A(O0) (32)

i:e: �(A(O0) = V �0(A(O0))V �1
10The general association of chiral conformal theories with massless QFT is incorrect [19]; only those chiral theories which ful�ll more

restrictive properties as e.g. possessing an dimension two energy-momentum tensor are massless.
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where O is region from a family K of regions which is
closed under conformal transformations (the smallest
natural such family is that of generalized double cones)
and the upper dash on a region denotes the causal com-
plement of that region (whereas on an algebra a dash
denotes the von Neumann commutant algebra). As the
vacuum representation represents the net faithfully, one
may (and we will) identify A with the concrete operator
algebra net �0(A) since A is a faithful representation.
Generally representations of algebras allow no natural
decomposition as e.g. the tensor composition of group
algebras. Therefore it came as somewhat of a surprise
that representations of local nets do. One only needs
the following strengthened form of causality called Haag
duality

A(O0) = A(O)0 (33)

(note that by replacing the = by � one recovers causal-
ity). It is a deep insight that this stronger form, in case
where it is not already ful�lled, can be always achieved
by an intrinsic extension of the net within the vacuum
Hilbert space and that the relation between the origi-
nal non-dual net and its dual extension contains infor-
mation about spontaneous symmetry breaking [30]. In
conformal theories one expects that spontaneous sym-
metry breaking cannot occur and therefore the valid-
ity of the original unextended duality is maintained;
in chiral theories one can even show that this follows
from �rst principles [31]. By a standard argument this
duality property permits to show that the formula

�(A) : = V �1�0(A)V = AdV �1A; A 2 A (34)

�(A) = �0 � �(A)

de�nes an O-localized endomorphism (�(A) = A; A 2
A(O0)) of the net (the last relation is just a reminder
that the net has been identi�ed with its faithful vac-
uum representation) which acts on the vacuum Hilbert
space. It is convenient to de�ne a global \quasilocal"
algebra Aquasi as the inductive C�-algebra limit using
the fact that double cones in Minkowski space are di-
rected towards in�nity and that a directed net of op-
erator algebras has a naturally de�ned inductive limit.
In this way the endomorphisms are endomorphisms of
Aquasi with a localization structure. In fact these en-
domorphisms turn out to be \transportable" i.e. their
localization can be arbitrarily changed by charge trans-
porters (unitaries in the algebra Aquasi which possess
themselves localization properties) and the superselec-
tion sectors are their equivalence classes by unitaries
within the net A [35]:

Since endomorphisms can be freely composed, we
now have a composition theory of locally generated rep-
resentation presented on a golden plate

�1 
 �2 := �0 � �1�2 (35)

[�1]
 [�2] = [�1�2] = [�2�1] = [�2]
 [�1]

where the last relation is between sectors.

In general QFT the composition is only commuta-
tive if the localization regions of the two � is space-
like separated. The commutativity of sectors is equiv-
alent to the existence of unitary charge transporters
"E(�1; �2) with

�2�1 = Ad"(�1; �2) � �1�2 (36)

For the spacelike exchange operator "(�1; �2) (statistics
operator) one obtains an explicit formula by picking
two commuting reference endomorphisms and working
out the unitary which transports the given situation
to the reference one (which may be written in terms
of the individual charge transporters and the action of
the given endomorphisms on them). One may change
the localization of the reference regions and the chosen
charge transporters, as long as one keeps the relative
distance of the reference con�guration spacelike the "
will not change.

We introduce a conjugate endomorphism �� to an ir-
reducible � by demanding that ��� contains the vacuum
sector, i.e. that there exists an intertwiner R 2 (id; ���)
which induces a standard left inverse � of �

�(A) = R���(A)R 8 A 2 A (37)

with �nite statistics; the conjugate sector is then
uniquely determined. Here it may be convenient to re-
call that a left inverse � of an endomorphism � of A
is a normalized positive linear map satisfying the rela-
tion �(�(A)B�(C)) = A�(B)C; it is a substitute for a
genuine inverse which only exists in the special case of
automorphisms. � has been called regular if it is of the
above form, and standard, if in addition the exchange
parameter �� := �("(�; �)) 2 �(A)0 is a nonvanishing
multiple of a unitary (which then depends only on the
sector [�]). A su�cient condition for the existence of a
standard left-inverse and therefore of a conjugate is that
there is some left-inverse with exchange statistics pa-
rameter �� 6= 0 (\�nite statistics") and that � is trans-
lation covariant with positive energy condition. The
uniqueness of the standard left inverse is a consequence
of its de�nition. Any theory with a mass gap (i.e. a
particle interpretation and scattering theory) possesses
a standard left inverse [6] and in QFT we should restrict
our interest to theories with �nite �. The standard left
inverse of � turns out to be a trace on �(A)0: The in-
verse modulus of �� is called the statistical dimension
d(�) � d� � 1: One easily proves that �� = ��� with ��
denoting the conjugate endomorphism: For irreducible
�0s we have �� =

��
d�

with �� being the statistics phase.

Now we have accumulated enough concepts and
facts to treat the conformal case. The basic algebraic
di�erence is that for conformal observables the Huy-
gens principle holds: the causal complement does not
only consist of the causally disjoint spacelike separa-
tions but also encompasses the timelike separations i.e.
everything except lightlike. A net which was Einstein
and Huygens causal may be Haag extended in two ways
(25). In this way one obtains two di�erent extended
nets and there exists a rather simple argument that
with the exception of d=1+1 these two nets are even
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di�erent in the absence of interactions. By using the
net of Weyl algebras generated by a free d=1+3 mass-
less Bose-�eld [22] one can show that the dually timelike
extended net is nonlocal in the spacelike sense

Ad
H =

�Ad
H (O)

	
O2K

; Ad
H(O) := A(Ot)0 (38)

Ad
H(O1) & Ad

H(Os
2); O1 � Os

2

where we denoted the time/space-like causal comple-
ment by Ot=s whereas the notation O0 is reserved for
the total causal complement O0 = Ot[Os which in the
case of a massive theory coalesces with Os as a result of
Ot = ;: The idea of timelike dual extension is to rede-
�ne the usual Weyl net by \making it smaller at time-
like in�nity". The usual Huygens+Einstein causal net
is generated by using Weyl generators on O-supported
Schwartz test functions

A(O) = alg
n
W (f) = eiA(f)jsuppf � O

o
(39)

It is well-known that smeared free �elds are essen-
tially selfadjoint (in the real case) or at least closable
(complex) on their dense polynomial domain [2] and
of course we are exponentiating the hermitian closure
(even if we do not burden our notation). If we want
to have this net on �M we must use the parametriza-
tion which permits double cones at in�nity. One im-
mediately realizes that one may enlarge the test func-
tion space to include Schwartz distributions as long as
their Fouriertransform is continuous near the zero mass
light cone and square integrable on it. The commuta-
tion properties of two Weyl elements are determined by
the commutator of the �elds in the exponential. It is
now simple to write down two admissable distributions
which is supported on the time line T (x); S(x)

T (x) = @x1�(x)t(x0) (40)

S(x) = @x1�(x)s(x0)

where t(x0) is a smooth interpolation of the discontin-
uous "-function with [�1;+1] being the interpolation
region and s(x0) has its support in that interval and is
nonvanishing at x0 = 0:

Whereas the Weyl operator W (S) 2 A(O1) with O1

being the unit double cone around the origin, the W (T )
belongs to both A(V� � e0) and hence to the algebra
A(V+ � e0) \A(V� + e0) [22].

Here e0 denotes the timelike unit vector and we used
the fact that the momentum space light cone value
of T is insensitive against constant shifts of T . The
claim that W (T ) does not belong to A(O1) and there-
fore the Huygens extension (the intersection of light
cones) is genuinely bigger and noncausal in the Ein-
stein sense is proven by a calculation of the commuta-
tor of the J1-transform11 of W (S) with W (T ) namely
[J1W (S)J1;W (T )] ' k(0) 6= 0: The associated timelike
dual net has bigger double cone algebras and smaller
\double cones at in�nity".

The important point of this special exercise on free
�elds in the present context is that the Huygens and
Einstein nets are two di�erent nets with di�erent no-
tions of localization. In the free case Ad

E(O) has a
\fuzzy" (nongeometric) position within Ad

H (O): The
two dual nets may be even further apart in the inter-
acting case; nothing is known in d > 1 + 1 apart from
free �elds.

As a result the endomorphism structure of the two
nets may be generically quite di�erent and we must
take care of this distinction by using two di�erent sym-
bols �H and �E as well as �H and �E : Obviously this
will entail the existence of two di�erent exchange opera-
tors "H (�1; �2) and "E(�1; �2) where "E(�1; �2) accord-
ing to the DHR theory has trivial monodromy "2E = 1
and leads to permutation group statistics. In this case
the statistical dimension d� is an integer (which in the
DR theory is converted into a representation multiplic-
ity of an internal symmetry group) and �� = �1 for
Bosons/Fermions [4].

The statistics structure for low dimensional is much
richer because the spacelike exchange leads to braid
group statistics and a general spin-statistics theorem.
All these things are well-known and there are excellent
reviews about them [36].

A moment of thinking reveals that structurally
nothing changes in the case of timelike exchange in
conformal QFT; we should only remember that the ex-
change operator "H and its numerical consequences dif-
ferent from the above statistics exchange operator "E
and we should replace the word \statistics" everywhere
by \timelike (or Huygens) exchange" and be aware of
the signi�cant di�erence in physical interpretation and
the fact that the braid group is much richer than its
special case the permutation group of the spacelike ex-
change. I appologize if due to accustomization I occa-
sionally forget to keep track of this in my notation.

The above considerations show that for conformal
theories this superselection formalism has an novel and
interesting extension into the timelike region which is
based on Huygens principle i.e. the commutation of
timelike separated observables. This Huygens principle
related superselection structure maintains is richness
even in higher spacetime dimensions (braid group in-
stead of the permutation group for spacelike exchange)
where the spacelike situation leads to the mathemati-
cally rather barren Boson/Fermion alternative.

An additional concept which shows the interplay of
the topological aspect of the conformal covering as well
as the resulting global charge structure with the spec-
trum of anomalous dimensions in a most direct phys-
ical way is obtained by the method of global charge
transport within an apropiately de�ned globalized al-
gebra Auni

H obtained by a universal construction from
the Huygens conformal net as described in the sequel.

Closely related to the timelike braid group struc-
ture in conformal theories is the S-T structure
(SL(2,Z)-modular structure) of timelike charge trans-
ports around the compacti�ed Minkowski world. A

11J1 is the modular reection of the origin-centered unit conformal double cone algebra [22].
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mathematical prerequisite for the setting of global
charge transports is the de�nition of a globalisation of
the observable net which is consistent with the com-
pacti�cation of Minkowski space.

The compacti�cation of chiral conformal QFT is
most e�ciently done in terms of a universal C�-algebra
Auni
H ( �M ) which is di�erent from the non-compact DHR

quasilocal algebra Aquasi
H (M ): In order to understands

its construction, we note that the net fAH (O)gO� �M
is not directed (as the nets of double cones in ordinary
Minkowski space) towards in�nity. Therefore we should
think of a globalization which is di�erent from the stan-
dard inductive limit used in the DHR theory. For this
we use the following de�nition universal algebra Auni

H

[13][33]:

De�nition 1 Auni
H is the C�algebra which is

uniquely determined by the system of local algebras
(AH (O))O2T ; T = family of proper double cones
O � �M ' Sd�1 � S1 (i.e. their extension in confor-
mal time does not involve all of S1) and the following
universality condition: (i) there are unital embeddings
iO : AH (O)!Auni

H s: t:

iO
0 jA(O)= iO if O � O0; O;O0 2 T (41)

and Auni
H is generated by the algebras iI(AH (O)); O 2

T ; (ii) for every coherent family of representations
�O : AH (O) ! B(H�) there is a unique representa-
tion � of Auni

H in H� s. t.

� � iO =: �O (42)

The universal algebra inherits the action of the
M�obius group as well as the notion of positive energy
representation through the embedding.

The universal algebra has more global elements than
the quasilocal algebra of the DHR theory: Aquasi

H �
Auni
H with the consequence that the vacuum represen-

tation �0 ceases to be faithful and the global superselec-
tion charge operators which are outer for AH become
inner for Auni

H as will be shown in the following. As
shown below from this observation emerges the algebra
of Verlinde which originally was obtained by geometric-
analytic analogies rather than by local quantum physics
arguments [37]. The removal of the compacti�cation
i.e. the cutting open along a d-1 submanifold which
recreates spacetime in�nity of M and also the distinc-
tion between past and future light cones as well as the
ordering of double cones towards in�nity on which the
de�nition of the globalization Aquasi

H of the net AH was
based.

We now study global intertwiners in Auni
H : Let

O1;O2 2 T and �; � 2 Ot
1 \ Ot

2 (t stands for timelike
disjoint) i.e. two d-1 dimensional subsets whose cutting
out de�nes the/a d-1 dimensional in�nity of Minkowski

space and let A�
quasi;A�

quasi denote the two quasilocal
Minkowski space algebras with the net directed towards
the �; � \in�nity" where � and � denotes the result of

the removal of a point from Sd�1 and one from S1 in
the product space Sd�1 � S1: This amounts to the de-
compacti�cation creating the (d� 1) dimensional cuts
a; b in Fig.3. Topologically only the pointlike intersec-
tion with the timelike circle S1 matter in the following
argument.

We choose two endomorphisms � and � s. t. loc�;
loc� � O1 and �̂ 2 [�] with loc�̂ � O2 with O1 and
O2 having no overlap and � and � lying in the two
connected components of Ot

1 \ Ot
2. Then the local ex-

change operators (the subscript H omitted) "(�; �) and
"(�; �) 2 A(O1) � A� \ A� are the same (i.e. they
don't need a label � or �) independently of whether we
use the quasilocal algebra A� or A� for their de�nition.
By Haag duality a charge transporter V : �0� ! �0�̂
lies both in �0(A�) and �0(A� ): However its pre-images
with respect to the embedding into Auniv are di�erent.
In fact:

V� � V �+V� with V+ 2 A�; V� 2 A� (43)

V� 2 (�; �)glob

is a global sel�ntertwiner, which is easily shown to be
independent of the choice of V and �̂: The representa-
tion of the statistics operators in terms of the charge
transporters "(�; �) = �(V+)

�V+; "(�; �)
� = �(V�)

�V�
leads to:

�(V�) = "(�; �)V�"(�; �) y �0�(V�) = �0 ["(�; �)"(�; �)]
(44)

The �rst identity is very di�erent from the relation
between "0s due to local intertwiners. The global inter-
twiner V� is trivial in the vacuum representation, thus
showing its lack of faithfulness with respect to Auniv.
The global aspect of V� is only activated in charged
representations where it coalesces with monodromy op-
erators. From its de�nition it is clear that it represents
a charge transport once around the circular timelike
topology of the compacti�ed Minkowski space �M12: As
a result of its existence, the monodromy around the
timelike loop S1which is de�ned as the above two-fold
iteration of the braid generator, takes on some of its
geometric meaning which it has e.g. in the theory of
complex functions. The left hand side of the �rst equa-
tion in (44) expresses a transport \around" in the pres-
ence of another charge �; i.e. a kind of \charge polariza-
tion" of � in the presence of �. Let us look at the invari-
ant version of V� namely the global \Casimir" operators
W� = R��V�R� : id! id:This operator lies in the center
Auniv \A0univ and depends only on the class (=sector)
[�] of �: By explicit computation [13] one shows that
after the numerical renormalization C� := d�W� one
encounters the fusion algebra of global charges:

(i) C�� = C� �C� (45)

(ii) C�� = C��

(iii) C� =
X
�

N�C� if � ' ��N
���

12Note that in Auniv which corresponds to a compact quantum world it is not possible to \dump" unwanted charges to \in�nity"(as
in the case for Aquasi), but instead one encounters \polarization" e�ects upon charge transportation once around.
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Verlinde's modular algebra emerges upon forming
matrices with row index equal to the label of the cen-
tral charge and the column index to that of the sector
in which it is measured:

S�� :=

�����X


d2

�����
� 1

2

d�d� � �0�(W�) (46)

In case of nondegeneracy of sectors, which ex-
pressed in terms of statistical dimensions and phases

means
���P� ��d

2
�

���2 =
P

� d
2
�; the above matrix S is

equal to Verlinde's matrix S [37] which together with
the diagonal matrix T = ��1Diag(��); with �3 =

(
P

� ��d
2
�)=

���P� ��d
2
�

��� satis�es the modular equations

of the genus 1 mapping class group

SSy = 1 = TT y; TSTST = S (47)

S2 = C; C�� � ����

TC = CT

It is remarkable that these properties are shared with
chiral conformal theories and with d=2+1 plektonic
models [12] even though the localization properties of
the charge-carrying �elds are quite di�erent. In the
chiral case one has the additional phase relation:

�

j�j = e�2�ic=8 (48)

where c is the constant which measures the strength of
the two-point function of the energy-momentum tensor.
This relation may be derived by studying the (modu-
lar) transformation properties of the Gibbs partition
functions for the compact Hamiltonian L0 of the con-
formal rotations under thermal duality transformations
� ! 1=�. For massive d=2+1 plektons, and the present
conformal timelike charge transport, no active physical
interpretation is known; but the analogy of the time-
like spacetime structure with the circular chiral case
suggests strongly that the conformal Hamiltonian R0

should lead to such a thermal duality.
From the central charges Q� and the endomor-

phisms one may build up an interesting global alge-
bra whose evaluation in the vacuum sector generalizes
the numerics of the Verlinde matrix in the direction
of higher genus mapping class groups. Whereas the
Verlinde matrix S is expected to show up in SL(2,Z)
modular properties of Gibbs states which use the R0

Hamiltonian instead of H (as in chiral conformal �eld
theory) the physical interpretation of the higher ones is
not known.

5 Concluding remarks

The most fascinating but at the same time very specula-
tive idea which emerges from the present results on the
structure of higher dimensional conformal theories, is

the suggestion that the inner symmetry situation in Na-
ture with the conspicuous absence of exact nonabelian
group symmetries but some leftover regularities, may be
the remnant of the conformal timelike plektonic struc-
ture. The idea is that the multiplicities which arise
from nonabelian genuine plektonic braid group repre-
sentations with the relative size of the central projectors
appearing in the nonlocal block decomposition being
given in terms of the exchange dimensions (the space-
like exchange dimensions are the statistics dimensions
[6]) may be responsible for the regularities in the mas-
sive theory observed in nature. In view of our poor un-
derstanding of natural processes which may drive con-
formal theories towards massive ones, this idea remains
vague. But it is worthwhile to stress the fact that in-
teracting conformal quantum �eld theories do not only
violate the prerequisites of the Coleman-Mandula the-
orem, but they enter that forbidden terrain of gen-
uine spacetime- internal-symmetry amalgamation in a
rather deep way which without this Huygens exchange
mechanism would have been unimaginable. Even with-
out introducing any group symmetry by hand, the inter-
actions in such a theory may generate nonabelian super-
selection sectors with charges which owe their existence
to the global spacetime symmetry. They are less kine-
matical than the univalence spin supereselection rule
which was the only one known at the time of the dis-
covery of the superselection structure [40]. The present
central superselection structure in conformal �eld theo-
ries is more dynamical because its detailed form changes
with changing interactions. The inexorable manner in
which it combines spacetime and inner symmetry as-
pects is quite impressive. Charges and multiplicities
which one usually encodes in inner symmetries in this
setting cannot be divorced from spacetime symmetries
if they result from the center. One hallmark of this
fascinating phenomenon is the appearance of a SL(2,Z)
modular group \symmetry" generated by the charge
\transporters" S and their dual charge \measurers" T.
One indication that this is a very peculiar situation
from a conventional point of view is the fact that one
has to go to thermal R0-Gibbs states in the various su-
perselected sectors in order to �nd objects which trans-
form under SL(2,Z).

Many recent investigations of higher dimensional
conformal �eld, in particular perturbative studies of
anomalous dimensions started from the AdS side. The
reason behind this13 is that the spectrum of anom-
alous dimensions is given by that of the operator mc =p
R�R�; and the only theory which in the setting of

functional integrals has an action which is associated
with this operator in the standard sense of the clas-
sical action-Hamiltonian relation (and which allows to
reprocess its data into a conformal QFT) is an AdS �eld
theory. Even more: thanks to the AdS-CQFT isomor-
phism any consistent AdS quantum �eld theory (i.e.
without any separate requirement of supersymmetry or
vanishing Beta function or gravitational aspects) will

13This is in most articles not spelled out, instead the authors refer to its very peculiar and special discovery in the string theoretic
setting and thereby miss the simple straightforward and totally general and rigorous quantum �eld theoretic explanation.
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lead to a conformal theory. Furthermore, as already
remarked before [14], a Lagrangian input on one side is
inevitably causing new (less local) degrees of freedom
on the other side which cannot be described in terms
of pointlike �elds. It is often said that the nonabelian
gauge aspect is responsible for this phenomenon. But as
a result of the unequivocal clear and rigorous structural
nature of the AdS-CQFT isomorphism (the associated
theorem, although requiring conformal spacetime sym-
metry is on the same level of conceptual rigor as the
famous TCP or spin&statistics theorems) as compared
to the \artistic" and incomplete state of gauge theory,
the message in these degrees of freedoms should be red
the other way around namely on should use AdS-CQFT
reprocessing to shed some light of what could be the
intrinsic local quantum physical meaning of \gauge".
This understanding of the very successful gauge recipe
should not just be left to the esthetical appeal of the clas-
sical mathematics of �bre bundles. The message that
any AdS theory with a complete set of pointlike �elds
will generate these additional degrees of freedom (even
when by no stretch of imagination one can think of a
supersymmetric gauge Lagrangian on the CQFT side)
shows the profoundness of the problem which should not
be swept under the carpet by using soothing familiar nice
sounding words.

Although string theory has not been mentioned in
this article because it has not yet produced any new
tangible principles by which its relative conceptual po-
sition to QFT can be determined, it is clear from its role
in the AdS-CQFT history that above all it is a very
powerful \search machine" (probably due to its intu-
itive di�erential geometric aspect). To me the situation
is vaguely reminiscent to the very brief, intense and suc-
cessful role the quasiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld \search
machine" played for the discovery of QM. However
quite di�erent from that historical comparison string
theorist have not utilized their �ndings as a yet undeci-
pherable semiclassical code for a new conceptual realm;
their identi�cation of string theory with a theory of
everything (TOE14) stand in the way.

As we emphasized on several occasions none of the
properties in this paper have been seen with euclidean
methods or with the string formalism. It is not just
that string theorist did not look in this particle physics
motivated direction, rather it seems that its di�erential
geometric semiclassical oriented framework is in prin-
ciple incapable of dealing with very noncommutative
conceptual aspects of local quantum physics simply be-
cause such a framework does not permit the very non-
commutative aspects of causality and modular localiza-
tion [19] which only became manifest through the use
of Tomita-Takesaki modular theory.

In our structure analysis of spectra of anomalous di-
mensions we did nor use the AdS side. This of course

does not mean that it would be futile to translate the
present �ndings into the AdS side. To the contrary this
could be very interesting and one might expect that
many aspects which were conceptually clear on the con-
formal side, but for which the standard formalism does
not supply a good algorithm, will show the exact oppo-
site behavior on the AdS side. I believe that it would
be very fruitful to study more particle physics conse-
quences of the present results by extending the existing
work on particle-like excitations [14] and their gener-
alized scattering theory [11] without and/or with the
AdS setting.

Although such suggestions about next steps are usu-
ally rendered obsolete within a short time by unfolding
events, they may be useful to get the particle physics
theory ball rolling again; even if they cannot control its
direction.
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the formulation. Last not least I would like to thank
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on the issue of possible non-locality of timelike-de�ned
double cone algebras.

Through this exchange of mails it became also clear
to me that the braided structure of the Huygens net
probably was on his mind a long time ago when he elab-
orated his nonperturbative algebraic scattering aspects
of photons ( [4] chapter VI). Some of the concluding re-
marks have been motivated by an email exchange with
Igor Klebanov.

A Classi�cation of admissable

B1 representations

The charge-carrying �elds form an exchange algebra
(called the \reduced �eld bundle") in which R-matrices
which represent the in�nite braid group B1 appear.
The admissable physical representations de�ne a so
called Markov trace on the braidgroup, a concept which
was introduced by V. Jones but already had been used
for the special case of the permutation group S1 in the
famous 1971 work of Doplicher, Haag and Roberts [4].
Since this very physical method has remained largely
unknown15, we use its present interest in connection
with the Huygens sector structure of higher dimen-
sional conformal theories as a motivation for its renewed
presentation. In this classi�cation approach one starts
with fusion channels of endomorphisms. The simplest

14A TOE is the idea that the Dear Lord allows some individuals to solve all the fundamental problems of the material world so that
afterwards there will be never-ending eternal or suicidal intellectual boredom.

15Particle physicists who are very familiar with group theory use a deformation theory known as the \quantum group" method. Al-
though its �nal results are compatible with the structure of quantum theory, the intermediate steps are not (no Hilbert space&operator
algebras, appearance of null-ideals). The present method is quantum all the way.
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case is a basic endomorphism with a two channel fusion

�2 ' id � �1 (49)

i:e:
�
�2
�

= [id]� [�1] (50)

where id is the identity endomorphism. This is the fa-
mous case leading to the Jones-Temperley-Lieb algebra,
whereas the more general two-channel case

�2 ' �1 � �2 (51)

gives rise to the Hecke algebra. Finally the special 3-
channel fusion

�2 ' id� �1 � �2 (52)

yield the so called Bierman-Wenzl algebra. Each single
case together with the Markov trace yields of a wealth
of braid group representations. The �rst case comprises
all the selfconjugate minimal models which in quantum
group language are obtained by deforming SU (2) (a
pseudo self-conjugate group), whereas the second covers
the quantum deformations of SU (n) for n>2. Finally
the third one belongs to the SO(n) deformations.

There are of course also isolated exceptional fusion
laws which do not produce families and whose basic
fusion law cannot be viewed as arising from loking at
closed subsets of higher composites from the above. In
all such cases one �nds a \quantization" from the pos-
itivity of the Markov-trace; in the �rst case this is the
famous Jones quantization, the second and third case
has a current algebra as well as a W-algebra realiza-
tion. The classi�cation of the admissable braid group
representation associated to the above fusion laws (and
the associated knot- and 3-manifold- invariants) is a
purely combinatorial problem of which a simpler per-
mutation group version (for which only (51) occurs) was
already solved in 1971 by DHR. The method requires
to study tracial states on the mentioned abstract C�-
algebras and the resulting concrete von Neumann al-
gebras are factors of type II1: These operator algebras
which are too \small" in order to be able to carry even
continuous translations (afortiori no localizations) and
are often referred to as \topological �eld theories". Un-
like quantum mechanics their relation to Feynman Kac
representability remains \artistic" (i.e. nonintrinsic).
This means that their functional integral derivation in
terms of Chern-Simons actions using the Witten pre-
scriptions is a one way street; there is no mathematical
theory which leads back from the noncommutative op-
erator algebras to any sort of euclidean Feynman-Kac
representation16.

These combinatorial data are part of the superselec-
tion data. If combined with the nature of the charge-
carrying �elds i.e. the information wether they form
multiplets as in the case of current algebras or whether
there are no such group theoretic multiplicities the have
the same R-matrices and the same statistical dimen-
sions (quantum dimensions) but their statistical phases

and therefore their anomalous dimensions may be dif-
ferent. The numerical R-matrices determined from the
Markov trace formalism �x the structure of the ex-
change algebras.

The DHR-Jones-Wenzl technique constructs the
tracial states via iterated applicarion of the left in-
verse of endomorphisms. Under the assumption of ir-
reducibility of � (always assumed in the rest of this
section) � maps the commutant of �2(A) in A into the
complex numbers:

�(A) = '(A)1; A 2 �2(A)0 (53)

and by iteration a faithful tracial state ' on [n�n(A)0
with:

�n(A) = '(A)1; A 2 �n+1(A)0
'(AB) = '(BA); '(1) = 1

Restricted to the CRBn algebra generated by the
ribbon braid-group which is a subalgebra of �n(A)0 the
' becomes a tracial state, which can be naturally ex-
tended (Bn � Bn+1) to CRB1 in the above manner
and ful�lls the \Markov-property":

'(a�n+1) = ��'(a); a 2 CRBn (54)

The terminology is that of V. Jones and refers to
the famous russian probabilist of the last century as
well as to his son, who constructed knot invariants from
suitable functionals on the braid group. The \ribbon"
aspect refers to an additional generator �i which rep-
resents the vertical 2� rotation of the cylinder braid
group (' projective representation of Bn) [6]:

It is interesting to note that the Markov-property is
the combinatorial relict of the cluster property which
relates the n-point correlation function in local QFT to
the n-1 point correlation or in QM the physics of n par-
ticles to that of n-1 (rendering one particle a spectator
by removing it to in�nity. This russian \matrushka"
structure requires to deal with in�nite permutation-
and braid groups for which the smaller ones are nat-
urally contained in the bigger. This picture is similar
to that of cluster properties which was already used in
our attempts to understand statistics in the �rst sec-
tion. The existence of a Markov trace on the ribbon
braid group of (low dimensional) multi-particle statis-
tics is the imprint of the cluster property on particle
statistics. As such it is more basic than the notion of
internal symmetry. It precedes the latter and accord-
ing to the DR theory it may be viewed as the other
side of the same coin on which one side is the old (com-
pact group-) or new (quantum-) symmetry. With these
remarks the notion of internal symmetry becomes sig-
ni�cantly demysti�ed.

Let us now return to the above 2-channel situation.
Clearly the exchange operator "� has maximally two

16

In principle in the absence of noncanonical short distance properties (see quantum mechanics or the �4
2
theory) the Feynman-Kac

measure may be reconstructed from the analytically continued euclidean correlations.
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di�erent eigenprojectors since otherwise there would be
more than two irreducible components of �2: On the
other hand "� cannot be a multiple of the identity be-
cause �2 is not irreducible. Therefore "� has exactly

two di�erent eigenvalues �1; �2 i.e.

("� � �11)("� � �21) = 0 (55)

c

$ "� = �1E1 + �2E2 ; Ei = (�i � �j)
�1 ("� � �j) ; i 6= j (56)

d

which after the trivial re-normalization of the uni-
taries gk := ���12 �k�1("�) yields the generators of the
Hecke algebra:

gkgk+1gk = gk+1gkgk+1 (57)

gkgl = glgk ; jj � kj � 2

g2k = (t� 1)gk + t ; t = ��1
�2

6= �1

The physical cluster property in the algebraic form
of the existence of a tracial Markov state leads to a very

interesting \quantization" 17. Consider the sequence of
projectors:

E
(n)
i := Ei ^ �(Ei) ^ :::^ �n�2(Ei) ; i = 1; 2 (58)

and the symbol ^ denotes the projection on the inter-
section of the corresponding subspaces. The notation is
reminiscent of the totally antisymmetric spaces in the
case of Fermions. The above relation g1g2g1 = g2g1g2
and g1gn = gng1; n � 2 in terms of the Ei reads:

c

Ei�(Ei)Ei � �Ei = �(Ei)Ei�(Ei) � ��(Ei) ; � =
t

(1 + t)2
(59)

Ei�
n(Ei) = �n(Ei)Ei ; n � 2

d

The derivation of these equations from the Hecke
algebra structure is straightforward. The following re-
cursion relation [38] of which a specialisation already
appeared in [4] is however tricky and will be given in

the sequel

Proposition 2 The projectors E
(n)
i ful�ll the following

recursion relation (t = e2�i�; ��
2 < � < �

2 ) :

c

E
(n+1)
i = �(E

(n)
i ) � 2 cos� sinn�

sin(n+ 1)�
�(E

(n)
i )Ej�(E

(n)
i ) ; i 6= j; n+ 1 < q (60)

E
(q)
i = �(E

(q�1)
i ) ; q = inf fn 2 N; n j�j � �g if � 6= 0; q =1 if � = 0

d

The DHR recursion for the permutation group S1
is obtained for the special case t=0 i.e. � = 0: In this
case the numerical factor in front of product of three
operators is n

n+1 :
The proof is by induction. For n=1 the rela-

tion reduces to the completeness relation between the

two spectral projetors of "� : Ei = 1 � Ej; i 6= j:
For the induction we introduce the abbreviation F =
Ej�(E

(n)
i ) = �(E(n)

i )Ej and compute F 2: We replace

the �rst factor �(E
(n)
i ) according to the induction hy-

pothesis by:

17In these notes we use this concept always in the original meaning of Planck as a discretization, and not in the modern form of a
deformation.
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c

�(E(n)
i ) = �2(E(n�1)

i )� 2 cos� sin(n� 1)�

sinn�
�2(E(n�1)

i )�(Ej)�
2(E(n�1)

i ) (61)

d

We use that the projector �2(E(n�1)
i ) commutes

with the algebra �2(A)0 (and therefore with Ej 2
�(2)(A)0), and that its range contains that of �(E(n)

i )

i.e. �2(E(n�1)
i )�(E(n)

i ) = �(E(n)
i ): Hence we �nd:

c

F 2 = Ej�(E
(n)
i )� 2 cos� sin(n � 1)�

sinn�
�2(E

(n�1)
i )Ej�(Ej)Ej�(E

(n)
i ) (62)

d

Application of (59) with � = 1
2 cos� to the right- hand side yields:

c

F 2 = Ej�(E
(n)
i ) � sin(n� 1)�

2 cos� sin�
�2(E(n�1)

i )Ej�(E
(n)
i ) =

sin(n+ 1)�

2 cos� sinn�
F (63)

d

where we used again the above range property and
a trigonometric identity.

For n = q � 1 the positivity of the numerical factor
fails and by F 2Ej = (FF �)2 and FEj = FF � the op-
erator F must vanish and hence Ej is orthogonal to

�(E(q�1)
j ) which is the second relation in (60). For

n < q � 1 the right-hand side of the �rst relation in

(60) with the help of (63) turns out to be a projector
which vanishes after multiplication from the right with
�k(Ej); k = 1; :::; n� 2 as well as with Ej: The remain-
ing argument uses the fact that this projector is the
largest with this orthogonality property and therefore

equal to E(n+1)
i by de�nition of E(n+1)

i q.e.d.
The recursion relation (60) leads to the desired

quantization after application of the left inverse � :

c

�(E(n+1)
i = E

(n)
i

�
1� 2 cos� sinn�

sin(n+ 1)�
�j

�
; i 6= j (64)

�j = �(Ej); 0 � �j � 1; �1 + �2 = 1

d

>From this formula one immediately recovers the
permutation group DHR quantization for � = 0: In
that case positivity of the bracket restricts �j to the
values 1

2 (1 � 1
d ); d 2 N [ 0: For � 6= 0 one �rst notes

that from the second equation (60) one obtains (appli-
cation of �):

�jE
(q�1)
i = �(Ej�(E

(q�1)
i )) = �(EjE

(q)
i ) = 0; i 6= j

(65)

where the vanishing results from the orthogonality of
the projectors. Since �1 + �2 = 1 we must have

E
(q�1)
i = 0 for i=1,2, q� 4; because E

(q�1)
i 6= 0 would

imply �j = 0 and E
(q�1)
j = 0: This in turn leads to

Ej � E
(2)
j = 0 which contradicts the assumption that

"� possesses two di�erent eigenvalues.

This is obvious for q = 3 and follows for q > 3 from
the positivity of � (64) for n=2:
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c

�(E(3)
j ) = � sin�

sin 3�
E

(2)
j y E

(2)
j = 0 y E

(q�1)
i = 0; i = 1; 2; q � 4 (66)

d

Using (64) iteratively in order to descend in n start-
ing from n = q�2; positivity demands that there exists
an ki 2N; 2�ki � q � 2; with:

�i =
sin(ki + 1)�

2 cos� sin ki�
; i = 1; 2 y sin(k1 + k2)� = 0

(67)

where the relation results from summation over i: Since
the only solutions are � = ��

q ; k1 = d; k2 = q � d; d 2
N; 2 � d � q � 2; one �nds for the statics parameters
of the plektonic 2-channel family the value:

c

�� =
2X

i=1

�i�i = ��2 [(t+ 1) �1 � 1] = ��2e��i(d+1)=q sin�=q

sin d�=q
(68)

d

a formula which allows for a nice graphical repre-
sentation. We have established the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Let � be an irreducible localized endmor-
phism such that �2 has exactly two irreducible subrep-
resentations. Then:

� "� has two di�erent eigenvalues �1; �2 with ratio

�1
�2

= �e�2�i=q ; q 2N [ f1g; q � 4 (69)

� The modulus of the statistics parameter �� =
�("�) has the possible values

j��j =
(

sin �=q
sin d�=q ; q <1
1
d
; 0 q =1 ; d 2 N; 2 � d � q � 2

(70)

� The representation "
(n)
� of the braid group Bn

which is generated by �(k�1)("�); k = 1; :::; n� 1
in the vacuum Hilbert space is an in�nite multi-
ple of the Ocneanu-Wenzl representation tensored
with a one dimensional (abelian) representation.

The projectors E
(m)
2 and E

(m)
1 are \cuto�" (van-

ish) for d < m � n and q � d < m � n resp.

� The iterated left inverse ' = �n de�nes a Markov
trace tr on Bn :

tr(b) = ' � "�(b) (71)

The \elementary" representation which is charac-
terized by two numbers d and q gives rise to a host

of composite representation which appear if one fuses
the �; �1; �2 and reduces etc. We will not present the
associated composite braid formalism. With the same
method one can determine the statistical phases up to
an anyonic (abelian) phase. In order to have a unique
determination, one needs (as in the original DHR work)
an additional piece of information which e.g. may con-
sist in specifying the lowest power of � which con-
tains the identity endomorphism (the vacuum repre-
sentation) for the �rst time. A special case of this is
�2 � id i.e. the selfconjugate Jones-Temperley-Lieb fu-
sion. Here we will not present these computations of
phases.

The problem of 3-channel braid group statistics has
also been solved with the projector method in case that
one of the resulting channels is an

automorphism � :

�2 = �1 � �2 � � (72)

In that case "� has 3 eigenvalues �i which we assume
to be di�erent:

("� � �1)("� � �2)("� � �3) = 0 (73)

The relation to the statistics phases !�; !i is the fol-
lowing: �2i =

!i
!2 : In addition to the previous operators

Gi = �i�1("�) = (G�1i )� we de�ne projectors:

Ei = �i�1(TT �)

where T 2 (�2 j� )is an isometry and hence Ei the pro-
jector onto the eigenvalue �3 = �� of Gi:

In fact one �nds the following relations between the
Gi and Ei :
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c

Ei =
�3

(�3 � �1)(�3 � �2)
(Gi � (�1 + �2) + �1�2G

�1
i ) (74)

EiGi = �3Ei

d

This together with the trilinear relations between
the G0is and E0is as well as the commutation of neigh-
bors with distance � 2 gives upon renormalization the
operators gi and ei which ful�ll the de�ning relation
of the Birman-Wenzl algebra which again depends on
two parameters. The Markov tracial state classi�cation
again leads to a quantization of these parameters ex-
cept for a continuous one-parameter solution with sta-
tistical dimension d = 2 which is realized in conformal
QFT as sectors on the �xed point algebra of the U (1)
current algebra (which has a continuous one-parameter
solution) under the action of the charge conjugation
transformation (often called \orbifolds" by analogy to
constructionsw in di�erential geometry).

Finally one may ask the question to what extend
these families and their descendends+ some known iso-
lated exeptional cases exhaust the possibilities of plek-
tonic exchange structures. Although there are some ar-
guments in favor, the only rigorous mathematical state-
ment is that of Rehren who proved that for exchange
dimension d <

p
6 that this is indeed the case [39].
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